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IN THE  COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE, UDALGURI, ASSAM 

 

  Sessions Case No.92/2016  
  (U/S :302 IPC)  

 
   
 

  State 
           Versus 
           Smti. Drupadi Rajowar, 

  W/o- Sri Madhu Rajowar,  
  Vill- No.2 Lokampur,  
  P.S.- Mazbat, Dist-Udalguri.  

 
  PRESENT: Sri P.Saikia,A.J.S.,  
        Sessions Judge,  
        Udalguri.  

 
  APPERANCE:  

  For the Prosecution : Sri M. Khaklary, Add. P.P.,Udalguri  

  A N D  

  For the accused : Mr. M.Deka, Advocates.  

  Evidence recorded on : 22.12.16, 17.3.17, 6.7.17, 17.8.17, 

            31.10.17, 31.10.17, 14.11.17,  

            19.6.18. 

  Argument heard on : 28.2.2019. 

  Judgment delivered on: 14.3.2019. 

 

 

J U D G M E N T 

 

1. The factual matrix of the prosecution case in narrow compass is that on 

18.8.16 the informant Tufan Rajowar lodged a written report with the Officer-

In-Charge of Mazbat PS stating, inter-alia, that Bhadeswari Rajowar is his aunt. 

After consuming alcohol she used to create nuisance as her husband is staying 

in Arunachal Pradesh for his work. He looks after the children of his uncle. 

Though the village people on many occasions tried to convince the deceased 

Bhadeswary Rajowar regarding deleterious effect of drinking liquor but she 

failed to listen to their advice. On 16.1.18 his mother Drupadi Rajowar 
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alongwith two other women of their village tried to prevent the deceased 

Bhadeswari Rajowar from making noises after consuming liquor and his mother 

also out of anger gave a slap to the deceased. On the next day i.e. on 17.8.16 

the deceased went to the house of the Gaoburah of their village and placed the 

matter before him. But on that day at around 2.30 PM his deceased aunt 

Bhadeswari was found in a field in unconscious state near the Khamtabari 

river. Though they brought her with the help of a hand push cart for her 

treatment but she died on the way to the hospital.  

 

2. On the basis of the written report and treating the same as the FIR of 

the case, the O/C, Mazbat PS registered a case being Mazbat P.S. case 

No.61/16 U/S 302 I.P.C. and launched the investigation of the case. During the 

investigation of the case, the I.O. visited the place of occurrence, held inquest 

on the dead body, recorded the statement of available witnesses U/S 161 

Cr.P.C., drew site plane of the place of occurrence and sent the dead body for 

post-mortem examination. The accused was arrested and sent him up to 

custody. On completion of the investigation the accused Drupadi Rajowar was 

charge-sheeted U/S 302 IPC to face trial in the court of law.  

 

3. On acceptance of charge-sheet the learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

Udalguri took cognizance of the offence and ensured the presence of the 

accused in compliance of the process of the court. The offence U/S 302 IPC 

being exclusively triable by the court of Sessions learned Chief Judicial 

Magistrate, Udalguri vide order dated 7.10.16  committed the case to this court 

of Sessions after complying  the provision of Section 207 Cr.P.C. 

 

4. On commitment of the case with all relevant files and copies supplied 

U/S 173 Cr.P.C. and upon perusal of the materials on record my learned 

predecessor in office having found a prima-facie case and sufficient grounds 

for proceeding against the accused U/S 302 IPC framed formal charge under 

the aforesaid Section of law and the same on being read over and explained to 

the accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to stand trial. 
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5. In order to sustain the charge the prosecution in all examined fourteen 

witnesses and relied on some documents marked as exhibits available on 

record. 

 

6.  On closure of the prosecution evidence the accused was examined U/S 

313 Cr.P.C. She has taken a plea of total denial alleging that she has been 

falsely implicated in the case. However, no evidence was led in support of the 

defence case. 

 

7. In the context of the above facts and circumstances of the case, the 

point for determination in the case is set forth as follows:  

 Whether the death of the deceased Bhadeswari Rajowar was homicidal 

one? 

 Whether the accused committed the murder with an intention to cause 

death of the deceased? 

  

8.  I have heard arguments canvassed by the learned counsel of both the 

sides and also minutely scrutinised the evidence on record in its entirety. 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

9.   PW1 is Joyprakash Ghatowar. His evidence is to the effect that the 

occurrence took place in the month of August,2016. He is VDP secretary of 

village No.2 Lokampur. Informant Tofan enquired him over phone whether his 

maternal aunt (since deceased) came to his house. He replied in negative. In 

the evening he came to know that deceased Bhadeswari Rajowar was lying 

dead in the paddy field. He informed the matter to village Headman and the 

village Headman informed the matter to the police. Police came to the place of 

occurrence and took the dead body to police station. He has no knowledge as 

to how the deceased died. His cross-examination was declined by defence. 

 

10. PW2 is Tufan Rajowar. He is the first informant who set the criminal 

motion. He stated in his evidence that accused is his mother and deceased was 

his maternal aunt.  The occurrence took place in the month of August. On the 
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day of occurrence their village Headman Dharmalal Giri asked him over phone 

to come to his house and accordingly he came to the house of village 

Headman where he informed him that deceased Bhadeswari Rajowar came to 

his house  and reported him about a quarrel in between the deceased and his 

mother. Deceased expressed to village Headman that  she wanted to lodge an 

FIR  with the police whereupon the village headman asked the deceased  to 

settle the matter at village with the help of VDP secretary and others. Then as 

asked by the village Headman, he made contact with the VDP secretary 

Joyprakash Ghatowar whether the deceased had already come to his house. 

But the VDP secretary told him that the deceased was yet to come to his 

house. One Ananda Orang told him over phone that the deceased already died 

near a field. Ananda Orang and others lifted the deceased in a pull cart for 

taking her to hospital. Deceased was alive at that time. On the way to hospital 

deceased died. Accordingly, he filed FIR before Mazbat PS marked as Ext.1 and 

Ext.1(1) is his signature. 

 

11. In cross-examination he has stated that while he visited the house of 

village Headman he did not find the deceased there. He did not see any 

quarrel having taken place between the deceased and the accused. Deceased 

was a habitual drinker. The children of the deceased reside in their house. At 

the time of occurrence the husband of he deceased was at Arunachal Pradesh. 

The house of village Headman is situated at a distance about 5 KM from his 

house and the river flows at a distance of about 1 KM from their house. 

 

12. PW3 is Ratan Rajowar. He has stated in his evidence that informant is 

his nephew. Accused Draupadi Rajowar is his elder sister and the informant 

Tufan Rajowar is the son of accused Drupadi Rajowar. Deceased Bhadeswari 

Rajowar was his wife. The occurrence took place in the month of August,2016. 

At the time of occurrence he was at Arunachal Pradesh in connection with his 

livelihood. Informant Tufan Rajowar informed him over phone that his wife had 

expired. On getting such information he came home. He asked the local people 

as well as his children as to how death caused to her. But none of them could 

disclose about the cause of death. He has two children and they are twin.  
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13. PW4, Dinesh Rajowar has deposed to the effect that he knows the 

accused as well as the informant Tufan Rajowar and deceased Bhadeswari 

Rajowar is the sister-in-law of accused. On the day of occurrence that is in the 

year 2016 a quarrel took place between the deceased and the accused. On 

hearing quarrel he went to their house. He resisted Drupadi Rajowar from 

quarrel with each other and brought her to her house. Thereafter, he came to 

his house. 

 

14. In cross-examination he has disclosed that he did not see the incident 

of assault. Deceased used to consume alcohol. She died in their village field.  

 

15. PW5 is Bishnu Bhumiz. According to his evidence the occurrence took 

place in the year 2016 at about 10.30 AM. At the time of occurrence he was 

fishing in the river. On the day of occurrence Madhu Rajowar, the husband of 

accused informed him that Bhadeswari Rajowar was lying dead in the field. He 

did not go to the place of occurrence. His cross was declined by the defence. 

 

16. PW6 Akli Rajowar has testified to the effect that  the occurrence took 

place in the year 2016. On the day of occurrence deceased Bhadeswari 

Rajowar consumed alcohol and quarrel took place between the accused and 

the deceased. She went to the house of the accused and brought Draupadi and 

sent her to her house. On the next day she heard that Bhadeswari Rajowar 

had died.   

 

17. In cross-examination she has stated that Deceased Bhadeswari Rajowar 

used to consume alcohol regularly. On the day of occurrence accused resisted 

the deceased from taking alcohol but the deceased did not pay any heed.  She 

brought the accused from the house of the deceased. She does not know how 

Bhadeswari had died.   

 

18. PW7 is Ananda Orang. His evidence discloses that he knows the 

accused as well as the informant and the deceased. The occurrence took place 

about one year ago. On the next day of incident the village Headman informed 

him over phone that quarrel took place between the accused and the 
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deceased. After getting information he went to the house of victim. He found 

her daughter. On being asked she said that she did not know where her 

mother had gone. At about 1.30 PM one Madhu Rajowar informed him that 

Bhadeswari Rajowar  found lying in the field and froth was coming out from 

her mouth. In the evening he went to the house of the deceased. She was 

lying dead. Police went to the house of the victim and recorded his statement.  

 

19. In cross-examination she has revealed that she did not see the quarrel 

between the deceased and the accused. He went to the house of the victim at 

about 7 AM on the next day of occurrence. He met victim’s daughter Lakhmi 

Rajowar who told him that the victim slept in their house in the night. There is 

a river near the paddy field where the deceased was found lying. Deceased 

was under influence of liquor.  

 

20. PW8 is Narayan Rajowar. He is not an eye witness to the occurrence. 

He has stated in his evidence that one year ago while he was returning home 

from his duty his mother told him that quarrel took place between accused and 

deceased. He went to the house of the deceased and saw the victim lying dead 

in their house. 

 

21. In cross-examination he stated that he did not see the incident of 

quarrel. 

 

22. PW9, Dr. Kankan Thakuria is the Medical and Health Officer, who 

conducted the post-mortem on the dead body of Bhadeswari Rajowar in 

connection with Mazbat PS case No.61/16 U/S 302 IPC. On examination, 

hefound the following:- 

EXTRANAL APPEARANCE:-   

Rigor mortis absent. Red blouse, green petticoat, earing present. 

Superficial burn left forearm, left side of chest ( 10 X 10 cm) 

CRANIUM AND SPINAL CANAL:-   

 

Scalp, Skull- as described, Membrane- congested, Brain and spinal cord- 

congested, Liver, Kidneys, Bladder, Organs of generation- all are normal.  
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THORAX:-  

Walls ribs and cartilages-  Normal. 

Pleurae, Laryax and trachea, lungs, Vessels- all are normal. Heart- 

cnormalongested. 

ABDOMEN:- 

Walls, Peritoneum, Mouth, pharynx, oesophagus, Stomach and its contents, 

Small intestine and its contents, Large intestine and its contents- all are 

normal. 

INJURY:-  

Superficial burn left forearm, left side of chest ( 10 X 10 cm) 

More details description:-   

Fracture multiple skull bones. Bleeding through nostril, Superficial burn left 

forearm, left side of chest ( 10 X 10 cm) 

 According to his opinion, death was due to head injury leading to 

haemorrhagic shock. Time since death 18-24 hours. Ext.2 is his post-mortem 

report and Ext.2(1) is his signature. His cross-examination is declined by 

defence.  

 

23. PW10, Manoranjan Rajowar is another hearsay witness. His evidence 

discloses that he heard that Bhadeswari Rajowar had died. He went to the 

house of the deceased and saw the dead body of the deceased. He does not 

know how Bhadeswari Rajowar had died. His cross-examination is declined. 

 

24. PW11, Dharmalal Giri has averred to the effect that he is the village 

Headman of Lokampur where accused resides. On 17.8.16 at about 5.30 AM 

Bhadeswari Rajowar, the sister-in-law of accused complained before him that 

accused assaulted her causing injury. Being a village Headman he noted down 

her statement and put her right thumb impression. Since he was busy at that 

time for his official work, so he told her to meet the VDP secretary, Dambar 

Bahadur Biswakarma. He also told to the VDP secretary to assist Bhadeswari 

Rajowar over phone. He provided water to  the injured Bhadeswari Rajowar. 

Her condition was serious. She went to the house of the VDP secretary, but 

she died on her way to the house of VDP secretary. She sustained injury on 

her whole body. She complained before him by crying.  
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25. In cross-examination he has deposed that the house of the deceased is 

situated 1 ½ KM from his house. Deceased Bhadeswari Rajowar came to his 

house alone on foot. He got information from VDP secretary that Bhadeswari 

Rajowar died in the evening at about 6 PM. He has denied the defence 

suggestion that he did not state before the police that he recorded the 

statement of Bhadeswari Rajowar. She had shown injuries on her left shoulder 

and stomach. When Bhadeswari Rajowar went out the son of the accused 

came and he told him to provide treatment to Bhadeswari Rajowar. VDP 

secretary informed him that the victim did not reach his house. He does not 

know where Bhadeswari Rajowar had died.  The incident of assault took place 

on 16.8.16 at about 4/5 PM. He did not see the incident. The deceased stated 

before him that the accused and other three women assaulted her. Deceased 

went out from his house alone.  

 

26. PW12, Dambar Bahadur Biswakarma has stated in his evidence that he 

is  the VDP secretary of Lokampur village. On 17.8.16 the occurrence took 

place.  In the early part of the morning the village Headman Dharmalal Giri 

told him over phone that deceased sustained serious injury and asked him to 

provide treatment to her. But the deceased did not come to his house. At 

about 3 PM Bhadeswari Rajowar had died. He informed the matter to police.  

 

27. In cross-examination he has stated that he does not know where 

Bhadeswari Rajowar died but he saw her dead body in her house. 

 

28. PW13 is Jiten Karmakar turned hostile before declaring him hostile with 

permission of the court. His statement is to the effect that on the day of 

occurrence he met  the daughter of the deceased in front of their house and 

asked her where she was going. She said that her mother was lying in the 

field.  

 

29. During cross-examination by the prosecution this witness has denied 

that he stated before the police that on 16.8.16 at night quarrel took place 

between Bhadeswari and Draupadi (mother of Tuphan). Draupadi raised hue 

and cry after consuming alcohol and, as such, Bhadeswari gave slap to her. On 
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the next day while she was returning from the house of village Headman she 

fell down on the field and died.  

 

30. In cross-examination by the defence this witness has revealed that 

when he met the daughter of the accused she was coming from the field after 

meeting her mother. She stated that her mother was sleeping in the field. He 

did not see the incident of assault. Bhadeswari was a habitual drinker. He met 

Bhadeswari prior to incident when she was under influence of alcohol.  

 

31. PW14, Sitangshu Kumar Ghosh is the I.O. of the case. According to his 

deposition on 17.8.16 he was working as Second Officer at Mazbat PS. On that 

day the O/C, Mazbat PS, SI DIpu Bora informed him over telephone at around 

7.30 PM that one lady was lying dead at No.2 Khamtubari under Mazbat PS 

and asked him to proceed to the place of occurrence. On the basis of the 

information so received he  recorded the GD entry No.379 dated 17.8.16 and 

proceeded alongwith his staff to the place of occurrence where a woman was 

lying dead. On reaching the place of occurrence he found an woman was lying 

on the courtyard  of Ratanlal Rajowar without any movement and she was 

identified as Bhadeswari Rajowar, W/o- Ratanlal Rajowar. When he was  

confirmed that the lady was lying there dead and, as such, he informed the 

Circle Officer and the O/C, Mazbat PS to come to the place of occurrence to 

conduct inquest. Accordingly both the Circle Officer as well as the O/C of 

Mazbat PS came to the place of occurrence. Since it was late in the night and, 

as such, no inquest could be held. The dead body was brought to the police 

station. On the next day i.e. on 18.6.16 in the morning inquest was conducted 

on the dead body by the Circle Officer in his presence and, thereafter, the 

dead body was sent for post-mortem examination. On 18.8.16 the husband of 

the deceased, who was residing in Arunachal Pradesh due to his service, came  

to his own house and Tufan Rajowar, the nephew of the deceased lodged an 

FIR before the O/C, Mazbat PS. On the basis of the FIR, the O/C, Mazbat PS 

registered a case vide Mazbat PS case No.61/16 U/S 302 IPC and entrusted 

him for investigation of the case as he has already started the preliminary 

investigation of the case on the basis of the GD entry recorded by him. During 

the course of investigation, he visited the place of occurrence, recorded 
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statement of available witnesses, drew up the site plane of the place of 

occurrence. Ext.3 is the sketch map of the place occurrence. Ext.3(1) is his 

signature. In course of investigation he arrested the accused Draupadi Rajowar 

and collected the Post-mortem report. On completion of the investigation of 

the case he found a prima-facie case against the accused Draupadi Rajowar  

well established and, as such, he laid the charge-sheet  against the accused 

Draupadi Rajowar U/S 302 IPC. Ext.4 is the charge-sheet wherein Ext.4(1) is 

his signature.  

 

32. In cross-examination he has confirmed that PW11, Dharmalal Giri had 

not stated before him in his statement recorded U/S 161 Cr.P.C. that he 

recorded the statement of Bhadeswari Rajowar. The incident occurred on 

16.8.16 at around 2.30/3 PM. The FIR was lodged  on 18.8.16. The preliminary 

investigation was conducted on the basis of the GDE and the certified copy of 

the GD entry is annexed with the case record. He did not go to the bank of 

river where the deceased was allegedly found dead as per the FIR. He denied 

the defence suggestion that  did not properly investigate the case. 

 

33. From the forgoing analysis of evidence on record what emerges at the 

out set that the Dr. PW9, who held autopsy on the dead body of Bhadeswari 

Rajowar found fracture of multiple skull bones, bleeding through nostrils and 

burn left forearm, left side of chest. According to his opinion, death was due to 

head injury due to hemorrhagic shock as a result of the injuries sustained.  

 

34. In the backdrop of the medical evidence establishing the death of the 

deceased as a result of head injury leading to hemorrhagic shock, it is to be 

further established from the other evidence on record as to who authored the 

death of Bhadeswari Rajowar. 

 

35. In this context it is patent from the evidence on record that there is no 

eye witness account to disclose as to who had committed the murder of 

Bhadeswari Rajowar. 

 

36. Thus, the case squarely rests on the circumstantial evidence. 
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37. The principle regarding proof of a case based on circumstantial 

evidence has been well settled by the pronouncement rendered by the Hon’ble 

Apex Court in Hanuman Vs State of MP, AIR 1952 SC343; Sharad 

Birdhichand Sarda Vs. State of Madhya Pradesh, AIR 1984 (SC)1622; 

Dhananjoy Chattarjee Vs. State of West Bengal 1994 (1) JT (SC)338 

as follows:- 

(a) The circumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is to be drawn 

should be fully established. (b) The facts so established should be consistent 

only with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused, that is to say, they 

should not be explainable on any other hypothesis except that the accused 

is guilty; (c)the circumstances should be of a conclusive nature and 

tendency; (d) They should exclude every possible hypothesis except the one 

to be proved. (e) There must be a chain of evidence so complete as not to 

leave any reasonable ground for the conclusion consistent with the 

innocence of the accused and must show that in all human probability the 

act must have been done by the accused. 

38. Here in this case PW1 Joyprakash Ghatowar is not an eye witness to 

the incident. He has simply revealed that in the evening of the day of 

occurrence Bhadeswari was lying dead in the paddy field. Later police came to 

the place of occurrence and took away the dead body to police station.  

 

39. While turning to the evidence of PW2 Tufan Rajowar it appears that he 

is the first informant of the case. But he is also not an eye witness to the 

occurrence as to how Bhadeswari found lying dead near a field. He has stated 

to the effect that   in the month of August their village Headman Dharmalal Giri 

asked him over phone to come to his house and when he reached his house 

accordingly he was informed that deceased Bhadeswari came to his house  and 

reported him about a quarrel between the deceased and his mother. Deceased 

expressed before the village Headman that  she was willing to lodge an FIR  

with the police regarding the quarrel whereupon the village headman asked 

the deceased  to settle the matter at village with the help of VDP secretary and 

prominent person of the village. The village Headman also asked him to make 
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contact with the VDP secretary Joyprakash Ghatowar whether the deceased 

had already come to his house. But the VDP secretary told him that the 

deceased was yet to came to his house. In the meantime, one Ananda Orang 

told him over phone that the deceased already died near a field. While he 

reached the place of occurrence he found the deceased was alive but on way 

to hospital  she died. But this witness in cross-examination revealed that while 

he visited the house of village Headman he did not find the deceased there nor 

did he see any quarrel having taken place between the deceased and the 

accused. Deceased was a habitual drinker and at the time of occurrence the 

husband of he deceased was in Arunachal Pradesh. Thus, it appears from the 

testimony of PW2 that he did not find the deceased at the house of the village 

Headman Dharma Lal Giri nor did he see any quarrel which had taken place 

between the deceased and the accused. PW2, being the first informant, has 

stated that he was informed over phone by the village Headman Dharmalal 

Giri, who is examined as PW11, it is appropriate to scrutinise the evidence of 

PW11 as regards the casue of incident of quarrel between the accused and the 

deceased as this witness told the PW2 over phone to contact with the VDP 

secretary Joy Prakash Ghatowar in willingness of the deceased Drupadi to 

lodge an FIR with the police. When PW2, the first informant contacted the VDP 

secretary, Joy Prakash Ghatowar, he stated that the deceased had not come to 

his home.  

 

40. Now on evaluation of the testimony of PW11, Dharmalal Giri, the village 

Headman it is seen that he has stated that on 17.8.16 at about 5.30 AM 

Bhadeswari, the sister-in-law of accused complained before him that accused 

assaulted her causing injury. Being a village Headman he noted down her 

statement and put her right thumb impression. Since he was busy at that time 

for his official work, so he told her to meet VDP secretary, Dambar Bahadur 

Biswakarma. He also told to the VDP secretary to assist Bhadeswari over 

phone. He provided water to Bhadeswari as her condition was serious. As per 

his advice Bhadeswari went to the house of the VDP secretary, but she died on 

her way to the house of VDP secretary. however, in cross-examination he has 

disclosed that Bhadeswari died at about 6 PM but he does not know where 

Bhadeswari had died. According to him the incident of assault took place on 
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16.8.16 at about 4/5 PM and she came to his house on the next day morning 

about 5.30 AM and died in the evening at about 6 PM. The deceased 

Bhadeswari  had also shown injuries on her left shoulder and stomach. Though 

this witness has stated in his evidence that accused assaulted her causing 

injuries on her person and that he noted down her statement and put her 

thumb impression but the same was not produced before the court as I.O. 

PW14 has revealed that in court of investigation he did not seized any 

statement given by the deceased Bhadeswari before PW11. be that as it may, 

the evidence of the PW11 though not an eye witness to the occurrence but his 

statement that the accused assaulted the deceased Bhadeswari belies the 

truthfulness as regards complaining of deceased Bhadeswari before him as to 

assaulting her causing serious injuries on her person so such so that as to why 

this witness had to note down the statement of the deceased Bhadeswari when 

he found Bhadeswari had sustained injuries on her whole body in stead of 

advising her to lodged an FIR before the police. It also defies logic as to why 

this witness after seeing the victim sustained injuries on her whole body had 

compelled her to meet the VDP secretary to assist her without taking any 

appropriate action by him. That apart, it is evident from the statement of this 

witness that the incident  of quarrel between the accused and the deceased 

had occurred on 16.8.16 but the deceased Bhadeswari came to lodge complain 

regarding incident that had taken place in the previous night before him on the 

next day in the morning at 5.30 AM. If the victim had come right in the 

morning at 5.30 AM on the next day she should have reached the house of the 

VDP secretary well before 6 PM on the same date when eventually she was 

found lying dead in a field near the river.  

 

41. There is no evidence on record from the neighbouring witnesses 

namely, PW1, PW4, PW5, PW6, PW7 and  PW8 as to causing injury to the 

deceased Bhadeswari by the accused except disclosing  that the day of 

occurrence  deceased Bhadeswari after consuming alcohol involved in a quarrel 

with the accused. Had there been a case of assault on the deceased by the 

accused the neighbouring witnesses would have made effort to take the 

deceased for her medical treatment. Rather their statements would only 
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disclose that deceased Bhadeswari had a quarrel with the accused while she 

was in drunken condition and thereafter, the accused was sent to her house.  

42. Thus, it is seen from the testimony of these neighbouring witnesses 

PW1, PW4, PW5, PW6, PW7 and  PW8  that they had not seen incident of 

assault committed on the deceased by the accused except verbal duel took 

place between them. Further more, though these neighbouring witnesses did 

not see the deceased going to the house of PW1 to lodge a complain before 

him on the next day of the incident in the morning but it remained to establish 

that the deceased remained at her own house after the quarrel. In addition to 

that if the deceased Bhadeswari sustained serious injuries on her person on 

the previous night of the occurrence she would not have been in a position to 

travel all the way to the house of PW11, the village Headman, which is 1 ½ KM 

from his house in the wee hours of the morning at 5.30 AM to lodge a 

complain before him in stead of lodging an FIR before the police and taking 

treatment for her injuries when the neighbouring witnesses were only well 

aware of a verbal quarrel between the deceased and the accused. The 

neighbouring witnesses have also categorically stated that the deceased was a 

habitual drunker and she was tried by the village people to dissuade her from 

drinking liquor but she failed to listen to their advice which is also disclosed in 

the FIR Ext.1 lodged by the First Informant (PW1).  

 

43. Next, if we evaluate the evidence of PW3, Ratan Rajowar it also 

emerges from his evidence in-chief itself that though he is not an eye witness 

to the occurrence as to the cause of death of his wife Bhadeswari but when he 

came to his house after coming to know about the incident he asked the local 

people as well as his children as to how death caused to his wife but none of 

them could disclose about the cause of death of his wife. 

 

44. Thus, it also appears from the husband of the deceased (PW3) that 

after his return from his work place in Arunachal Pradesh after hearing the 

news of his wife nobody of his co-villagers nor his children could tell as to the 

cause of death of his wife. Had there been any incident of assault on deceased 

Bhadeswari so serious it is because her death it could have been known to the 

co-villagers living adjacent to their house as well as the children of the 
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deceased Bhadeswari. But all of them could not assign any clue as to  how the 

deceased was found dead in a field.  

 

45. What remains now in the backdrop of the inconsistent and incoherent 

evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses as evaluated herein before is 

the testimony of the hostile witness (PW13). Keeping in mind the value of a 

hostile witness that the evidence of a hostile witness cannot be rejected or 

effaced in toto because the prosecution choose to treat him as hostile and 

cross-examined him and, that the same cannot be accepted to the extent if 

corroborated by other legal evidence, but it is easily discernable that the other 

evidence on record discussed herein before has failed  to adduce any plausible 

evidence as to present participation commission of the offence by the accused 

and, in such a situation  it is found that the hostile testimony of the PW13 does 

not bear any significance as his version is found to be not at all dependable on 

a careful scrutiny thereof in support of the prosecution case, and, therefore, no 

weight can be attached to it.  

 

45. Having critically examined the evidence from all angles as to the 

establishment of accusation either by oral or circumstantial evidence available 

on record, there is neither direct or circumstantial evidence proved against the 

accused which could link the accused with the commission of the murder of the 

deceased. Thus, the circumstance which by itself or coupled with the other 

circumstance invariably does not lead to point out that the hand that was 

reasonable for committing the murder of the deceased was none else than that 

of the accused.  

 

46. It is well settled as held in Tanviben Pankajkumar Divetia vs State 

Of Gujarat ( 1997) 7 SCC 156, it has been held that “Court has to be 

watchful and avoid the danger of allowing the suspicion to make the place 

of legal proof for some times, unconsciously it may happen to be a short 

step between moral certainty and legal proof. There is a long mental 

distance between `may be true' and `must be true' and the same divides 

conjectures from sure conclusions”. 
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47. In view of the above, I find that the prosecution has failed to establish 

that it is the accused and only the accused who had committed the offence as 

there is no reasonable hypothesis consistent with the guilt of the accused in 

the evidence, and, therefore, the accused Drupadi Rajowar is entitled to get 

the benefit of doubt and in that view of the matter, she is found not guilty U/S 

302 IPC and, therefore, she is acquitted there under and set her at liberty forthwith.  

 
48. Bail bond executed by the accused persons and the surety shall remain 

in force for another six months under the purview of Section 437(A) Cr.P.C.  

 Given under my hand and seal of this Court this 14th   day of 

March,2019. 

 
 

Dictated and corrected by me and 
each page bears my signatures. 
                                         (P.Saikia) 

              Sessions Judge, 
                  Udalguri. 
   Sessions Judge, 

         Udalguri. 
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APPENDIX: 

A)Prosecution witnesses: 
 
i) PW1   Joyprakash Ghatowar 

ii)PW2   Tufan Rajowar 
iii)PW3  Ratan Rajowar 
iv)PW4  Dineswar Rajowar 

v)PW5   Bishnu Bhumiz 
vi)PW6  Smti. Akli Rajowar 
vii)PW7  Ananda Orang. 
viii) PW8 Narayan Rajowar 

ix) PW9 Dr. Kankan Thakuria 
x) PW10 Manoranjan Rajowar 
xi) PW11 Dharmalal Giri 

xii) PW12 Dambar Bahadur Biswakarma 
xiii) PW13 Jiten Karmakar 
xiv) PW14 Sitangshu Kumar Ghosh 

 
B)Defence witness: Nil. 
   

C)Exhibits: 
 
i) Ext.1  FIR 

ii) Ext.2  Post-mortem report. 
iii) Ext.3  Sketch map 
iv) Ext.4  Charge-sheet 

     Dictated and corrected by me. 
 
 

      Sessions Judge, 
          Udalguri 
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